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Product Reviews. Radiator Jeep Wrangler TJ. I bought it brand new. The radiator began leaking
several years ago and I finally got the courage to try and change it myself. After much search
and reading reviews I decided on the 1A Auto unit to fit the Jeep. Pricing and free shipping a big
factor in my decision It installed in an hour. One HUGE bonus with this radiator that I didn't
know when I purchased it is the holes for the fan cover are threaded so the factory screws go
back in with no alterations. Many reviews that I read said all the aftermarket radiators had
non-threaded holes only so you had to bolt on the fan cover. This was a great surprise!!. I
recommend this product. This radiator will work on an automatic transmission as well. It does
come with 2 sets of inserts for the automatic transmission cooler. I covered these up because

they a. Great product. Great quality product for an amazing price! Installation was easy and very
straightforward. Great Purchase! This is an excellent product identical to the one I replaced.
Fitment perfect, bolt in and go. Great price, dropped right in place- happy to have pre-threaded
holes in place to bolt fan shroud. Exact fit for Wrangler X. Fit as it should. Bottom bolt to the
right near steering shaft not much clearance. Pleased with price fast shipping 1A auto stands
behind products very well. Just order and fix that leaky one. I would also replace belt and at
least the bottom radiator hose when you take off the old one off. Very pleased with purchase!!!!
Quick and easy. I purchased this radiator and it went in perfectly with no problems. Thank you
1aauto!!! Exactly what I needed. Product was exactly what I needed. Replaced radiator in Jeep
Wrangler. Product was shipped and received in good condition. The radiator fit and replaced
factory radiator exactly, but unfortunately only the left side facing from front had pre-tapped
whole to fit shroud back on. Right sided need to have bolts threaded through pre-drilled wholes.
I did not need transmission cooling plugs do to the fact I have a 5speed. Left the covers on the
ports. Would order again. The price was great!! Love this place. Fast service. Fits perfectly.
Videos helps extremely helpful. Awesome product for the price. My daughter and I replaced the
radiator in our 5-speed Jeep wrangler i. This radiator is top quality with plastic tanks and the
one I received did include barbs for the trans cooler installed which I did not need. The only
reason this didn't get 5 stars is the shroud holes don't line up with the shroud that was on my
jeep likely a common problem with "universal" fit. To remedy this I purchased a couple
self-tapping sheet-metal bolts and washers and used those on the side that didn't align.
Installation on a Jeep was easy and well within the easy enough for a teenager to do with a little
guidance. It works. It fits in my Jeep Wrangler. So far after 3 weeks of having it in it seems to be
doing its job well. Easy fit. Went right in, no leaks after a couple weeks. Those bolt holes that
were in the correct place were also to big for the OEM hardware. I did get it to fit after
modifications but that should not have been needed. Great quality. Great quality radiator. Had
all necessary parts and went in with no problem. Will this fit a 2. Guy M. This radiator is meant
to fit 2. Corey M. Is there a difference between the automatic or manual transmission models?
And if so , which is this for? Yes there is a difference. The radiator I bought was for an
automatic. Brenda M. It will work on both mine is Manuel so I just plugged the two ports for the
automatic transmission cooling lines on the bottom of the radiator. This is able to work for
vehicles that have both automatic and manual transmission as long as the rest of the
specifications match for your vehicle. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any further
questions. Emma F. Im not sure but it fit my manual. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To
Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your
option isn't listed search Radiator. The jeepfan. At first there was a bit of an antifreeze smell
followed by spray on the windshield then all over the engine and fenders. Luckily we were close
to home and made it. For some reason the cooling system in this Jeep has been our nemesis.
From thermostats, water pumps and freak mishaps is there no end? If you are doing it take the
time to replace some other things if needed like hoses, thermostat, clamps and a cap. In
addition, use the recommended antifreeze. Since we already have new stuff from previous
projects we just needed a new radiator. With everything cool drain the radiator into a container,
d
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ispose of old antifreeze properly â€” not down the drain. Detach the upper and lower coolant
hoses and detach the transmission cooler hoses if equipped. Next remove the overflow bottle,
which just pops out of the holder and begin removing the fan shroud bolts. Just push it back
toward the engine over the fan. Remove the radiator bolts followed by pulling the radiator.
Install the proper transmission oil filter fittings into the radiator. We put some thread sealant on
them first to keep things from leaking. Gently place position the radiator down into the Jeep.
Reattach the fan shroud and all the hoses. Tighten everything up. Install the overflow bottle and
double check all the hoses. We always use distilled water too, this prevents minerals in most
tap water from contaminating the system. Replace the cap and test the system under pressure.
Check the levels several times after running. Air pockets will work their way out of the engine
and may cause the level to lower. Posted by jeepfan.

